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Legacy of Social Protest: Civil Rights Act of 1964

1964 Civil Rights Act passed by Congress and signed by President
Lyndon Johnson
In reaction to failure of southern states to submit to Supreme Court
decisions
Removed segregation in public accommodations. Signs saying “white”
and “colored” were thus removed
Federal gov’t filed more than 400 anti-discrimination lawsuits against
restaurants, hotels, etc.
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Legacy of Social Protest: Civil Rights Act
Discrimination by private employers and state gov’ts illegal, and put
teeth into the law by providing administrative agencies to help the
court implement these laws
Makes it unlawful to discriminate in employment on the basis of color,
race, religion, sex, or national origin
More teeth: Strengthened role of executive by providing federal
grants-in-aid to state/local gov’ts for education be withheld from
school districts practicing racial segregation
However, did not address housing.
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Legacy of Social Protest: Voting Rights Act of 1965
Officially ended Jim Crow de facto racial discrimination at the ballot
box
Barred literacy/education qualifications for voting
Provided for replacement of local registrars with federally appointed
registrars in counties designated by the Attorney General as resistant
to black registration
24th Amendment banned the poll tax, which had been used to
disfranchise blacks and poor whites
Eventually led to bilingual ballots/oral assistance in regions with
relatively high concentration of non-English speakers (e.g., Rio Grande
Valley, South Texas)
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Effects of Voting Rights Act
Table : Registration by race in the U.S. South pre/post Voting Rights Act
State
Alabama
Georgia
Louisiana
Mississippi
North Carolina
South Carolina
Virginia
Total

Pre-VRA
White % Black %
69.2
19.3
62.6
27.4
80.5
31.6
69.9
6.7
96.8
46.8
75.7
37.3
61.1
38.3
73.4
29.3

N

Diff %
49.9
35.2
48.9
63.2
50.0
38.4
22.8
44.1

Post-VRA
White % Black %
80.7
57.1
70.6
67.8
80.0
59.1
71.6
62.2
62.2
46.3
51.2
48.0
61.2
54.0
67.8
56.6

Diff %
23.6
2.8
20.9
9.4
15.9
3.2
7.2
11.2
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Public Opinion Example: Is Barack Obama a Muslim?

July, 2008, survey found that 12 percent of voters nationwide thought
Obama was a muslim (Obama is Christian)
October, 2008, nearly 40 percent of Americans said they did not know
Obama’s religion (Christian)
In 2010, two in five Republicans doubted the president’s citizenship
(He is American)
Obama produced long-form certificate. First president “forced” to
prove his citizenship publicly. Why?
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values held by most Americans
Attitude/opinion: A specific preference on a particular issue
People may have attitude of Obama, or War in Iraq, that may be
informed by a basic understanding of the two parties or military
intervention, but opinion itself is specific
Public opinion basis of how American politics operates in society
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James Madison, in Federalist papers referred to factions. Factions are
groups of people with similar interests expressing similar attitudes
Thus, public opinion often measured at group level (e.g., race,
income, gender)
Differences in opinion are often associated with income, education,
occupation, race, gender, ethnicity, age, religion, urbanity, and region
These cleavages (if you don’t know what this means google it) often
shape interests but also one’s upbringing/socialization, which leads to
variation in belief-systems.
Hence, the liberal-conservative polarization in American politics
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2008 County Vote and Bales of Cotton in 1860
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2008 California Vote Map
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2012 U.S. County Vote Map
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Public Opinion Cleavages

In general, the poor – relative to the rich – more likely to support
economic and social programs. Former benefit, while latter pay the
cost, disproportionately
Religious individuals (those who frequently attend church) more likely
to oppose same-sex marriage
Blacks and whites tend to differ on attitudes towards affirmative
action
Women more concerned with dangers of war compared to men
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High levels of agreement on fundamental values of: equality of
opportunity (88%), liberty (71%), and democracy (69%)
Equality of opportunity: Most Americans believe that all people
should be allowed to seek personal and material success. Success
should be of individual merit, rather than family connections/privilege
Liberty: Most Americans think that gov’t interference should be kept
at a minimum. However, think what you did to get here this morning?
Water, roads, school, traffic light, toothpaste, organic mango...all
have to do with gov’t. OMG!!
Democracy: Most Americans presume that every person should have
the opportunity to participate in nation’s governmental/policy-making
process
However, principles are now always lived up to – as we’ve seen.
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The Family: Most people get initial orientation to politics from family.
Political conversations occur in households; children tend to absorb
the political views of parents w/o realizing it. Thus, if your parents
are Democrats, you will tend to be a Democrat; vice-versa if parents
are Republican
Social Groups: Groups one belongs to involuntarily (national, racial,
religious, gender) and those joined willingly (political parties, the
military, educational, occupational). Membership in different groups
can give them perspectives/experiences that shape political attitudes
(e.g., construction workers; university professors)
Example: 47% of whites thought racism fairly/very common; 49%
thought it was rare. Eighty-six (86%) of blacks thought racism was
common; 12% thought it was rare
Example: Gender gap: Agree that torture of terrorism suspects is
acceptable; 50% men; 31% women
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Political Socialization
Education: Can be the great equalizer (on many things, but on
attitudes too). Mainly through school that Americans acquire basic
belief in liberty, equality, and democracy. Education strong predictor
of tolerance for racial minorities
Education: Those who attend college often exposed to modes of
thought different from their less-educated friends and neighbors
Political Environment: Conditions under which individuals and groups
are recruited into and become involved in political life. Example:
Baby-boom generation exposed to Vietnam War/social protest of
1960s/hippy movement/social revolution
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Education and Public Opinion
Table : Percentage who agree to statement, by education level
Issue
Women and men should have equal roles
Abortion should never be allowed
The U.S. should not concern itself with
other nations’ problems

Grades
1-8
38
21
45

High
School
75
10
26

Some
College
83
7
20

College
Grad
86
4
8
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http://www.people-press.org/typology/quiz/
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reform; extensive gov’t intervention in the economy; expansion of
federal social services; more effort on behalf of poor, minorities, and
women; greater concern for environment
Political Conservatism: Support social and economic status quo and
are suspicious of efforts to introduce new political formulae and
economic arrangements. Large and powerful gov’t posses a threat to
freedom of individual citizens. Expose expansion of governmental
activity – solutions to social/economic should be addressed in private
sector. Regulation leads to economic inefficiency
Most Americans are moderates mixing a little conservatism with
liberalism. Someone may oppose abortion (conservative) but support
social security
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